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We will cover ...

• Who we are
• Mission and role at MTAS
• Resources
• Services
• MTAS Salary Survey
RIC Team ...
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Senior Library Associate III
865-974-8970

Kamah Karyeah, Student Assistant
865-974-9841
Mission, Vision, Values

We provide essential information and assistance to staff and municipalities emphasizing excellent customer service and building effective relationships.

Our vision is to offer state of the art resources and services with personal attention and passion.

We serve customers with dedication, enthusiasm, and integrity.
List of Resources Reviewed Today

• Knowledgebase
• MRLn (MTAS Research Library Online)
• MTAS Salary Survey (with demo)

(Note: KB and MRLn will be demonstrated at future webinars)
Resources—Knowledgebase (KB)

• KB is the MTAS “body of knowledge”
• 3-year review of materials to ensure integrity
• What can you find in Knowledgebase?
  • Legal opinions, Surveys, Job descriptions, Forms, Ordinances, Resolutions, RFPs, Consultant studies and reports, and more
Search KB

• Search box on main MTAS website
  • Searches all materials on the website including KB
Resources -- MRLn

• Online catalog – public access
  • Set up account to request materials, save searches, see new materials and contact RIC staff
• Print, Articles, and A/V materials in MRLn
• eBooks and audio books coming soon!

mrln.mtas.tennessee.edu
Services

• Research
• Surveys
  • frances.adams-Obrien@tennessee.edu
• New Materials List
  • https://www.mtas.tennessee.edu/mtas-research-and-information-center
• Job Vacancies on website
  • Free to cities and towns
  • Send to Dawn McMillen at dawn.mcmillen@tennessee.edu
  • https://www.mtas.tennessee.edu/municipal_employment
Communication

• Municipal E-News
  • https://www.mtas.tennessee.edu/newsletters-reports

• Emma
  • Email campaigns on informational topics

• Social Media
  • Join us!

https://www.mtas.tennessee.edu
Join us on Social Media

@UTMTAS  @UT_MTAS  UTMTAS

https://www.mtas.tennessee.edu
MTAS Salary Survey 2022

- Evolution
- Participating cities can access reporting tool
- New reporting dashboard
- Participation stats
  - 115 surveys completed
Salary Survey Wrap-up

• It’s not too late to participate!
• Use the data
• Give us feedback
• For assistance:
  • MTAS HR Consultant
  • frances.adams-obrien@tennessee.edu
  • salaryinfo@tennessee.edu

survey.mtas.tennessee.edu
Thank you!

Next RIC webinar

• May 18 at 10 am – 10:45 am eastern/9 am – 9:45 am central
  • Using KB and MORe
  • Finding sample ordinances and resolutions

https://www.mtas.tennessee.edu